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Dear Colleagues,
We are in the transportation business. Good
service delivery is the key to our success and
continued growth. Many staff have often gone
beyond the call of duty to deliver quality
services to our stakeholders, clients and
customers.
Their acts of good service exemplify what
ComfortDelGro is all about and reflect
the mantra of good service that we are
committed to.
Introduced in 2007, the Passion! Award
searches the best among us to honour
and recognise exemplary staff who go the
extra mile in service. Over the years, we
have more than 210 nominations. The staff
come from depots, workshops, inspection
centres, training centres, on our buses, taxis,
trains; they come from front end, back end,
technical, clerical; they come from different
geographical areas that we operate in.

MD’S
MESSAGE

Simply put, we have service passion
everywhere.
This is the first time that I am involved with
the selection of this year’s winner among
the short-listed nominees. They are all very
good and deserving. Together with the
selection panel, we have had a difficult but
heartwarming time selecting the eventual
winner.
Our 2016 winner of the Passion! Award is
Operations Manager Liaoqi from Nanning
Comfort Transportation. He displays
and embodies the values of dedication,
professionalism and commitment – core
values that we hold dearly.
On 4 October 2016 at 3am, a cabby called
Liaoqi for help when his taxi broke down
along a quiet stretch of road. Despite it
being the wee hours of the morning, and
also the start of China’s Golden Week,
Liaoqi responded with a sense of urgency
to the cabby’s needs and took ownership
of issue to fix the cab. It was with Liaoqi’s

professional competencies that the taxi was
fixed within 40 minutes and the cabby was
on his way before the break of dawn. Liaoqi
has provided an exemplary service with his
heart!
The crux of our business is providing a
service to the people. Superior customer
service remains our competitive edge in our
challenging business operating environment.
Liaoqi and all past winners serve as role
models and show what it will take to make us
compete successfully.
My heartiest congratulations to Liaoqi, all
finalists and nominees for this year. Very well
done. Keep it up. Proud of you all.
Warmest Regards
Yang Ban Seng

2016 PASSION!
AWARD WINNER
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~Liaoqi is the epitome of dedication and enthusiasm.
He never hesitates to lend a helping hand – anytime, any day.~
The Operations Manager of Nanning
Comfort Transportation can always be
counted on to help even when he is off duty
and it’s the wee hours of the morning.
This is exactly what happened on 4 October
2016 at 3am. A cabby’s taxi had broken down
along a quiet stretch of road. It was not only
the dead of night, it was also the start of
China’s Golden Week – when everything
shuts down!
LIAOQI / 55
Operations Manager
Nanning Comfort Transportation,
China
Length of Service: 15 years
Awards:
Finalist, Passion! Award 2013

Desperate, the cabby thought of Liaoqi
immediately. He mustered his courage and
picked up his phone.
Imagine his relief when Liaoqi answered
the call and said he would rush down
immediately. In less than half an hour, he was
crouched by the vehicle, toolbox at his side.
Forty minutes later, the cab was fixed and
good to go.
Liaoqi is also one who understands that time
is money and that when a job needs to get
done, it gets done.

In August 2016, the Company had 30
new taxis to be inspected. But Nanning
was experiencing a bout of heatwave.
Most people would have rescheduled the
inspection, but not Liaoqi.
Despite the blistering heat, Liaoqi put on a
straw hat, and carried out the inspection at
the open space car park, his shirt soaked
through with perspiration. Although his
colleagues advised him to be mindful of heat
stroke, Liaoqi just smiled and said: “It’s okay!
I have prepared many sets of clothing to
change into!”

2016
OUTSTANDING FINALIST
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~ For the past 25 years, Brendon Lewis has been a model
employee of the Company and one whom many describe as
“steadfast and resolute in his quest for excellence”. ~
According to many who work with him,
the Geelong Paintshop Foreman at
ComfortDelGro Corporation Australia
(CDC VIC) takes great pride in what he does
and always goes beyond his normal scope
of work to deliver the best outcome for the
Company.

BRENDON LEWIS / 53
Paintshop Foreman
ComfortDelGro Corporation Australia
(VIC), Australia
Length of Service: 25 years

If a bus part is required urgently for a repair
job, he has been known to wait outside the
parts shop from as early as 6am to ensure
the job can be finished promptly and the bus
is back on the road without delay.
“Brendon is a man of few words but he’s
one of those team members that goes the
extra mile to ensure a job is done well. His
positive attitude and dedication to his job
and colleagues is evident to all who know
him,” said Mr John Ludviksen, Head of Fleet
at CDC VIC.

Said John: “Brendon has always been a
can-do person, with a very high work ethic.
He is usually the point of call when CDC
VIC requires one of their concepts, safety
campaigns or fabrication work to be put into
production.
Part of Brendon’s recent achievements
include (but not limited to):
•
design, conception and installation of
driver safety screens for the entire
CDC VIC fleet of route buses;
•
design, build and installation of
workshop benches and trolleys for the
new CDC Wyndham Depot; and
•
installation and build of a brand new
paint booth within Geelong Depot.

Brendon’s skills really came full circle
recently with the launch of CDC VIC’s latest
bus innovation – the ‘Promo Bus’. A lot of
people wouldn’t have given an old, 24-yearA spray painter by trade and training,
old bus that was due for the scrapyard
Brendon’s work load is always demanding
because of the incessant bus and car repairs. any thought, but Brendon immediately
recognised the possibilities. With a general
That said, he will always take on additional
concept of how the bus would look and
work if required, without question.
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work, Brendon set out to bring Community
Engagement Manager, Ms Michelle HoMcKersey’s idea to life, using his knowledge
and expertise to ensure the bus was
created to the highest quality and exact
specifications.
Leading a group of innovative team members
and working with specifications from
Michelle, the ‘Promo Bus’ was converted
from an old white and blue Volvo single deck
into the glory it beholds today.
The state-of-the-art retrofit, which took 12
months to complete, and the re-design of
the bus involved stripping the entire bus
internally so that it could adopt its new
purpose.
The result? The ‘Promo Bus’ – a multipurpose, state-of-the-art vehicle that can be
transformed into a mobile social engagement
hub to run events, programmes and various
community initiatives.
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“Brendon enjoys challenges so when he
was tasked to build the ‘Promo Bus’ without
impacting everyday operations, he really
stepped up to the challenge,” added John.
The ‘Promo Bus’ is now used frequently for
community engagement initiatives, including
youth activities, as an information hub for
passengers and recently took on the role as
a mobile Operations and Customer Centre
(OCC) to educate our staff with.

BEFORE

“The ‘Promo Bus’ has come to fruition
based on a team effort led very much by
Brendon. Brendon saw to the majority of
the restoration project including the retrofit,
paint and internal fit out,” said John.

AFTER
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~ A vehicle inspector’s job is more than merely passing or
failing a vehicle. It is also about providing excellent service
and having a heart for customers. ~
Vehicle inspector Chee Yin Seng embodies
all that.
He not only pacifies irate motorists when
they are told to make amendments to
their vehicles in order to comply with the
requirements, but goes one step further to
explain the rationale behind doing so. He
takes the time to do so because he wants
the motorists to understand that what he has
done is purely out of concern for their safety.
CHEE YIN SENG / 30
Vehicle Inspector
VICOM, Singapore
Length of Service: 3 years 8 months
Awards:
Champion - VICOM Customer
Service Award 2016
Champion - VICOM Customer
Service Award 2015

Yin Seng, who has been with VICOM for
almost four years, has received countless
commendations for his good service, even
from motorists whose vehicles he did not
sign off with a pass.
Said a motorist, Mr Khoo: “This is my
third time to the Centre and I was served
each time by Yin Seng. I choose to come
back because he has done a great job in
explaining the reasons for the failure in my
past two inspections. He is friendly, provides
good customer service and is professional in
his work.”

Despite that, the 30-year-old does not sit on
his laurels. He believes there is always room
for improvement, and spends an average of
two to three hours outside office hours to
read up about the latest developments in
the industry.
It is therefore no surprise that the two-time
Champion of the Customer Service Award
organised by VICOM, is also a finalist in
Passion! Award 2016.
“I am very happy to be recognised by the
Company for doing what I believe is the right
way to serve our customers. I am glad that
my efforts have paid off,” he said.
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~ Never underestimate the difference little actions make. ~
Certainly not SBS Transit’s Leading Hand,
Tan Lai Chua. As part of the Leading Hand
team at SBS Transit, one of many jobs that
Lai Chua does is the cleaning of the airconditioned bus condenser coil, which is
essential for commuter comfort as they
enjoy cool air on board our buses.
One day, it dawned on Lai Chua that
cleaning the coil for the Volvo B9TL Euro 3
buses was very time-consuming so he took
it upon himself to find ways to improve the
process.
TAN LAI CHUA / 39
Leading Hand II
SBS Transit, Singapore
Length of Service: 12 years

So for one year, Lai Chua searched for
the perfect filter fit with the help of airconditioning manufacturer, Denso. This
involved recalling the three Volvo B9TL
Euro 3 buses that were still on trial regularly
for checks. In the end, Lai Chua and his
team successfully installed a pre-filter that
reduced the duration in which the coil had to
be cleaned.
His initiative – which seemed like a
small thing – resulted in a 35% drop in
maintenance time, from 88 minutes
previously to just 57!

Similarly, when SBS Transit implemented the
Bus Mobile Maintenance System (BMMS),
Lai Chua painstakingly gave tutorial lessons
to each of his eight colleagues, making sure
that they knew how to use the electronic
tablet. He even gave constructive feedback
to the BMMS project team and suggested
ways to make the tablet more user-friendly.
Thanks to his feedback, small enhancements
such as adjustable font sizes, better Wi-Fi
connection and coverage, and an “All OK”
button were introduced, which made it
easier for everyone concerned to buy into
the new concept of using the tablet for bus
maintenance.
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~ It has been said: “Passion will move men beyond themselves,
beyond their shortcomings, beyond their failures.” ~
On that score, it can be safely surmised that
Lee Teh Huat is one passionate man!
He has, in his 41 years (yes that’s right
41 years) with SBS Transit, stepped up
countless times to extend a helping hand
even though it was not required, nor
expected of him.

LEE TEH HUAT/ 62
Interchange Supervisor
SBS Transit, Singapore
Length of Service: 41 years
Awards:
2015 Excellent Service Award
(EXSA) Silver
2004 EXSA Silver

Once, Teh Huat had just stepped out
of his office and was about to knock off
for the day when he saw that there was
massive congestion just outside Boon Lay
Interchange. He learnt that a bus, which had
broken down, was obstructing the driveway.
Teh Huat immediately volunteered to stay
behind to help. He rallied 15 other bus
captains and they manually managed to
successfully push the bus away from the
driveway and relieve the congestion.
The SBS Transit stalwart is also known for
his patience and courteous attitude. Nothing
gets him down, not even irate commuters
who are screaming at him because of
disruptions to their journey.

At 62, the Interchange Supervisor is a
natural mentor and respected leader to
his younger colleagues. Ever patient, he
always encourages those who are weary and
disheartened.
It is no wonder that his leadership ability
has resulted in Boon Lay Interchange being
among the top three interchanges over the
past two years.
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~ Oftentimes,
complacency sets in after
a person has been in the
same job for a good
number of years. Not so
for Marie Hodorek. ~

MARIE HODOREK / 29
Employment Relations Executive
Swan Taxis, Australia
Length of Service: 10 years

The 29-year-old, who joined Swan Taxis
when she was 19, is always pursuing
new challenges and faces them headon. Her energetic approach to work
is highly evident, and her enthusiasm
exudes no matter what role she takes
on. This explains why she has taken on
multiple roles, including that of a financial
assistant, an occupational safety and
health coordinator, as well as a secretary,
despite functioning as an Employment
Relations Executive.
Even in her first role as a contracts
coordinator, Marie already displayed
a commitment with maturity that was
beyond her years. Many times, she
would volunteer to stay back to prepare
the Accounts Centre so that it is ready
for operations the next day. Marie also
demonstrated her ingenuity to fully
investigate every account related case
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to ensure that the Company received the
commissions that were due.
Subsequently, Marie joined the Human
Resource (HR) Department where she was
the designated Head. So focussed was
she on self-development and improving
operations within the Company that Marie
took up a degree in HR on her own!
What Marie learned in school, she put to use
at work.
She would pre-empt responses in her
engagement with employees, and manage
conflicts when they arose. She also
performed exit interviews to ensure staff left
in a positive manner. As a result, industrial
relations and workers’ compensation issues
that had initially dogged the Company had
all but vanished.
In 2016, Marie helped with the
implementation of the new Performance
Management System in the Company. Her
commitment to coach the managers and
staff about the system played a key role in
the successful implementation. Now, staff
are measured and rewarded objectively and
fairly.
Thanks Marie!
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~ Driving instructors are not just trainers, they are also
service staff. And like all service staff, they are bound to
encounter difficult clients and situations. ~
The trick is to always remain calm, which
is exactly what ComfortDelGro Driving
Centre’s Neo Choon Jin did.

NEO CHOON JIN / 54
Student Affairs Officer / Assistant
Chief Instructor
ComfortDelGro Driving Centre,
Singapore
Length of Service: 4 years 3 months

Once, a learner driver broke down after
failing her practical test and in a fit of anger,
her husband caused a scene at the Centre
by refusing to pay for more lessons. He also
demanded that his wife pass the upcoming
test. Besides defusing the heated situation,
Choon Jin also assisted the learner to
secure revision lessons and book a second
test date.
While helping his learner prepare for her
test, Choon Jin realised that she might have
an adverse reaction to figures of authority,
particularly those in uniform. To help her
overcome the mental block, he even roleplayed a “Traffic Police Tester” so that she
would be more comfortable during the
driving test.
Choon Jin spent extra hours after office
hours to coach her and help her regain
confidence. In the process, his positive work

attitude won the learner’s husband’s respect,
who later apologised for his behaviour.
Way to go, Choon Jin!
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~ Feeling thirsty? Unwell? Or is your mobile phone low on
battery? If you are in Cabby Ong Swee Ker’s taxi, that’s no
problem at all. ~
A firm believer in the concept of “one-stop
service”, Cabby Ong stocks up on umbrellas,
bottled water, biscuits and even smartphone
cables in his taxi for such emergencies. He
also keeps small bottles of medicated oil,
lozenges and even sour plums for passengers
who are feeling ill or who have too much to
drink.

ONG SWEE KER / 62
Cabby
ComfortDelGro Taxi, Singapore
Length of Service: 9 years
Awards:
2016 Excellent Service Award (EXSA) Star
2016 Super Star Award

It all started in 2010 when a passenger on
board Cabby Ong’s taxi discovered her
phone cable was broken while they were
on the way to the airport. Cabby Ong
immediately lent her his. It then dawned on
him that he could keep more spare cables in
his taxi.
The 62-year-old didn’t stop there. His Toyota
Prius taxi now provides passengers with
Wi-Fi and two more charging ports.
On average, he spends no more than S$5 a
day out of his own pocket on these “onboard” services, and he doesn’t mind one
bit. He said: “This is something I feel I can
provide as an added service. Passengers

may sometimes be too busy to grab lunch
and the biscuits and water will tide them
through before the next meal. It makes me
happy whenever the passengers use these
services.”
Even a passenger with a bad day has left
Cabby Ong’s cab pacified. She did not
specify the exact location, and flew into
a rage when Cabby Ong asked her for an
address. Cabby Ong apologised and offered
her water and snacks. Although she declined,
she cooled down and then to Cabby Ong’s
surprise, politely told him the exact location.
She even thanked Cabby Ong before she
alighted.
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~ With experience,
comes knowledge. ~
Having risen through the ranks in the
decade he has been with ComfortDelGro
Corporation Australia (CDC NSW) – from
a bus driver to Operations Control Centre
(OCC) Manager and now one of Region
Four’s Depot Managers – it is no surprise
that Peter Rose brings with him a wealth of
knowledge, which he taps on to bring about
effective change to operations and workflow.

PETER ROSE / 59
Depot Manager
ComfortDelGro Corporation Australia
(NSW), Australia
Length of Service: 10 years
Awards:
Nominee, “Community Event of the
Year”, Blacktown Council’s Australia
Day Awards
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driver messages such as road closures or
safety tips used to be communicated through
notice boards. To do away with such manual
labour, Peter and his colleagues came up
with the idea of installing TV screens in
the depots so that messages would reach
bus drivers in a more timely and consistent
manner.
In 2017, Peter also enlisted part-timers as
driver marshals in the City, resulting in about
A$120,000 in savings annually and freeing
bus drivers to support daily operations.

Peter changed all that in 2016.

Peter is also instrumental in leading the
Christmas Bus project, a community
engagement initiative that raises funds for
the Children’s Hospital at Westmead since
2007. Whenever Christmas comes around,
Peter would take personal time off and enlist
the help of volunteers and even his family
members to decorate the buses, which are
now synonymous with CDC NSW buses.

As OCC Manager, he adopted a new
programme that enabled staff to see the
database at a glance, shaving the response
time by more than half!

Last year, he and his team did up six
Christmas buses which garnered a lot
of positive feedback and goodwill from
members in the local community once again.

He has also brought about service
improvements with new processes and
systems. For example, event notices and

Well done, Peter!

For some time, whenever parents or
students missed the school bus, they would
call Customer Service who had to then put
customers on hold for about five minutes
while staff manually searched through the
database.
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~ With his wealth of experience in the trade, David Quek is
known as a walking encyclopedia among his colleagues. ~
Knowledgeable about parts purchasing,
he is always keen to teach those who are
interested to learn more.
In 2016, when the Private Car Vehicle (PCV)
purchasing team experienced an increase
in the volume of fleet maintenance with
multiple vehicle makes and models, David
took the initiative to ask the Supplier Owned
Inventory (SOI) Store to boost up the stock
keeping level.
QUEK LI TIONG DAVID / 53
Logistics Supervisor
ComfortDelGro Engineering,
Singapore
Length of Service: 18 years and 7 months

That was not all.
He also proactively coordinated the process
of updating the forecast of parts that
needed repairs. As there were many vehicle
makes and models involved, David often
stayed back late to complete his work before
heading back for the day – never once
complaining.
A dedicated worker, he categorised and
provided information about parts to the
project team in advance to ensure that the
project ran smoothly.

Said Mr Raymond Fong, Assistant
Vice President, Supplies & Logistics,
ComfortDelGro Engineering: “David has
the zeal and is an inspiration to others. He
certainly excels in effective and positive
communications, lends support and
guidance to co-workers and always displays a
harmonious cooperative team spirit.”

BE OUR NEXT
PASSION! WINNER

Passion resonates throughout the
pages of this booklet. The people
featured may be separated by
continents but they all pulsate with
the kind of energy and enthusiasm
that sets them apart from the
crowd.
We believe that there are many
more like them in our Group. Could
it be you? Or your colleague?
Perhaps your supervisor or your
subordinate?
Help us find them and let us all
celebrate their achievements.

AWARD

A cash prize of S$5,000, a trophy, a free trip* and a framed certificate await our Passion!
winner, He/She will receive the Passion! Award at a lunch hosted by ComfortDelGro’s MD/
GCEO. This winner’s name will also be engraved on a Hall of Fame plaque which is hosted in
our Singapore headquarters.
*Trip includes a pair of economy-class tickets, a two-night hotel stay and a half-day city tour.

ASSESSMENT PERIOD
From 1 January 2017 to
31 December 2017

SELECTION CRITERIA

In general, areas of consideration are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Number of service
commendations
Other awards received
Attendance/punctuality
Job competency
Sense of integrity

•
•
•
•
•

Safety and security
consciousness
Enthusiasm/job interest
Customer focus
Responsibility
Special contributions

